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What are the essential properties of human intelligence, currently unparalleled in its power relative to other biological forms
and relative to artificial forms of intelligence? We suggest that answering this question depends critically on understanding developmental process. This paper considers three principles potentially essential to building human-like intelligence: the heterogeneity
of the component processes, the embedding of development in a social world, and developmental processes that change the cognitive system as a function of the history of soft-assemblies of these heterogeneous processes in specific tasks. The paper uses
examples from human development and from developmental robotics to show how these processes also may underlie biological
intelligence and enable us to generate more advanced forms of artificial intelligence.

of cognitive growth. Although we are surely far from
such an understanding, in celebration of this anniversary
issue, we consider three principles, as revealed in human
development and as applied in epigenetic robotics.
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Introduction

There are fields of contemporary research that seem on
the edge of science fiction. One of these is anthropomorphic robotics, founded with the goal of building physically intelligent devices that interact in the world in ways
similar to people, that is, devices that think, plan, use
language, have friends, play (see, e.g. Breazeal, 2003;
Goetz, Keisler & Powers, 2003; Pfiefer & Scheier, 1999).
This goal may seem a flight of fancy, but is it? The idea
of a flying machine defined that status once but nonetheless engineers deciphered the principles of flying well
enough to build machines that fly.
What are the key principles for engineering humanlike intelligence? One subfield in robotics is placing its
bets on developmental process ( Zlatev & Balenius, 2001).
Epigenetic robotics is based on that observation that the
highest forms of biological intelligence have long periods
of immaturity and on the assumption that this immaturity
is mechanistically crucial to the ultimate power of that
intelligence. Creating robots that develop human-like
intelligence requires that we human developmentalists
do our side of the job, by determining the relevant principles of developmental change.
What would such principles look like? To continue the
flying machine analogy, not all the properties of birds
are relevant to engineering planes; feathers, hollow bones,
flapping wings, beaks, and egg-laying are not at all
essential. Instead, the key principle is aerodynamic lift.
We need comparable developmental principles that point
to the essential and mechanistically realizable processes

Principle 1: Coordination of sensory-motor
activity

In his theory of the origins of intelligence, Piaget (1952)
pointed to the in-task coordination of sensory-motor
processes in physical tasks as the starting point for higher
intelligence. Contemporary computational theorists (Lungarella, Pegors, Bullwinkle & Sporns, 2005; Lungarella &
Sporns, 2005) agree. Simulations and mathematical analyses
show how the coordination of heterogeneous processes
(such hearing and seeing, or seeing and reaching) in the
performance of a task drives self-organizing change. Others
have speculated that a developmental history of such
multiple coordinations yields higher-order generalizations that transcend those very sensory systems (see, e.g.
Barsalou, Pecher, Zeelenberg, Simons & Hamann, 2005;
Smith & Gasser, 2005).
In the literature on human development, there are many
well-documented demonstrations of such coordinations
as mechanisms of change (e.g. Gibson, 1969; Bushnell, 1994;
Ruff & Rothbart, 1996; Amso & Johnson, in press). In
one recent and remarkably inventive demonstration,
Needham, Barrett and Peterman (2002) fit 2- to 5month-old infants with Velcro-covered ‘sticky mittens’.
These mittens enabled the infants to grab objects merely
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by swiping at them, enabling them to more successfully
coordinate vision and reaching than their limited motor
skill would normally allow. Infants who were given 2
weeks of experiences with ‘sticky’ mittens subsequently
showed more sophisticated object exploration even with
the mittens off. They looked at objects more, made more
visually coordinated swipes at objects, and produced more
combined visual and oral exploration of objects than did
control infants who had no exploratory experiences with
‘sticky mittens’. In brief, giving infants the ability to
coordinate seeing and reaching in the task of physically
contacting objects promoted change in processes of
visual attention.
Such coordinations may also enable the discovery of
deeper regularities. One demonstration of this point
concerns visual object recognition and the definition of
an object’s axes of elongation and symmetry, structural
aspects of three-dimensional object shape that play an
important role in recognizing objects from multiple
perspectives and also in categorization (e.g. Marr, 1982).
In a recent study, Smith (2005) showed that for young
children (2 12 -year-olds), action played a significant role
in the definition of these structural dimensions.
In one experiment in this series, children held and
moved an object like that shown in Figure 1, an object
that did not have a single main axis of elongation. In one
condition, children moved the object up and down along
a 1-meter vertical path. In a second condition, they moved
the object back and forth on a 1-meter horizontal path.
Immediately following, children were asked to group the
exemplar object with other like things. No movement
was involved in this categorization task. Children who
had acted on the exemplar by moving it vertically grouped
it with objects elongated on their vertical axes (Figure 1B),
but children who had moved the exemplar horizontally
grouped it with objects elongated on their horizontal
axes. These categorization choices emerged only as a
consequence of action and not when children merely
observed someone else move the exemplar along the
same path. The path of action apparently selected or
highlighted the corresponding axis, altering the perceived similarity of the exemplar to the test objects.
A second experiment used an exemplar like that
shown in Figure 1C, an exemplar not quite symmetrical
around its center axis. The actions are illustrated in
Figure 1D. Children who held the exemplar in one hand
by one part and moved it back and forth subsequently
grouped the exemplar with objects that were less symmetrical in shape than the exemplar itself, as if they saw
the exemplar as composed of two unequal parts. Children
who held the exemplar in the two hands and rotated it
about a central axis subsequently grouped the exemplar
with objects more symmetrical in shape than the exemplar,
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Figure 1 An exemplar (A), sample choice objects for the axesof-elongation categorization task, the exemplar (C), the two
actions (D) and sample choice objects for the axes-of-symmetry
categorization task.

as they saw the exemplar as composed of two comparable
and symmetric parts. Again, these results only obtained
when children acted on the objects, not when they watched
someone else do the action. The enacted action appears
to have selected compatible visual descriptions of object
shape.
Axes of elongation and symmetry are higher-order
dimensions of object shape fundamental to processes of
human object recognition (Marr, 1982), yet they may be
developmentally defined not by vision alone but by the
in-task coordination of visual and motor processes. The
finding that action influences visual perception fits a long
literature on perceptual development (e.g. Gibson, 1969;
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Held & Hein, 1963) as well as newer research on adult
cognition showing multi-modal interactions and priming
effects in object recognition (e.g. Barsalou et al., 2005;
Ellis & Tucker, 2000).
The idea that the in-task coordination of heterogeneous
systems creates change in those systems has been proposed as a fundamental mechanism of neural development
by Edelman (1987). Figure 2 illustrates the proposed
process through five kinds of inter-related mappings that
emerge as an infant holds, moves and explores objects.
One map is between the physical properties of the object
and the neuronal activity in the visual system. Other
maps are between the physical properties of the object
and neuronal activity in the haptic, proprioceptive and
motor-planning systems. A third kind of map is between
these systems and the sensory input; as the hands move,
the object moves, presenting new sensory information to
all the components. Finally, there are what Edelman
calls the re-entrant maps: activity in the visual system is
mapped to the haptic, motor-planning, and proprioceptive systems, and activity in these systems is mapped to
the visual system. Thus the independent mappings of the
stimulus – the sight and the manual feel – provide qualitatively different glosses on the world. But each of those
different glosses is about the same reality and each
serves as an input to other components in the system. By
providing different information but by being coupled,
these heterogeneous processes create a self-organizing
system that may be able to find structure in the input
that is not available in any one component process.
Sensori-motor coordinations also provide developmental lift for anthropomorphic robots. As one example,
we consider how one robot learned a map between its own
body and that of a human being (Breazeal, Buchsbaum,
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Figure 2 The coordination of vision and action.

Gray, Gatenby & Blumberg, 2005). The implementation
begins with the following systems in place in the robot:
(1) the ability to visually track the facial features of a
person, (2) the ability to ‘motor babble’ by exercising an
initial repertoire of facial movements, (3) the ability to
sense its own facial configuration, (4) a coarse mapping
of ‘organ relations’ that roughly relate regions of the
robot’s own face to regions of the perceived face of others
but without any specification for how movement of these
regions correspond to one what one sees or feels, and (5)
a contingency metric that determines whether a visually
seen movement is temporally contingent on the robot’s
own movement.
The task that couples these systems and thus creates
developmental change derives from studies of human
development, and particularly the finding that adults often
imitate the facial expressions of infants (e.g. Jones, 2006).
As the robot ‘motor babbles’ by exercising its repertoire of
facial expressions, the human participant imitates the robot
as shown in Figure 3. Although the robot cannot see its own
face, it can sense its facial configuration via proprioception.
As the robot moves its face from expression to expression, it visually observes how the human’s face responds.
Through these processes, the robot attentively selects
pairings of matched regions between its own face to that
of the person. These pairings teach the system the transformation from the visual movements of the human’s
face to the robot’s own corresponding motor movements,
building an intermodal representation that relates the
sight of another’s actions to the motor plans for one’s
own actions and does so through a unified motor-based
coordinate system. In brief, the robot has acquired a ‘mirror
system’ that can be used in other tasks. This development
– like the definition of axes of elongation and symmetry
– is emergent in the real-time coordination of perceiving
and acting. The achievement of a mirror system is also
dependent on perceiving and acting in a world with other
similarly structured intelligent agents.

© 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

Principle 2: Coupled to intelligent others

The highest forms of biological intelligence reside in a
social world; development takes place among conspecifics
with similar internal systems and similar external bodies.
The importance of the social embeddedness of human
cognition is well recognized in the literature (e.g. Striano
& Stuart, 2005; Markova & Legerstee, 2006; beyond
infancy see Rogoff, 2003). Perhaps less well recognized
(but see, Yu & Smith, 2006; see also Smith, 2000a, 2000b
and Yu, Ballard & Aslin, 2005) is how this social embeddedness is itself made manifest in the sensory-motor
coordinations we refer to under Principle 1.
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Figure 3 Top: As the robot spontaneously generates facial gestures, a human imitates those facial gestures. Bottom: After such
training the robot can imitate new facial gestures.

Figure 4 illustrates the couplings between one’s own
internal states, one’s outward bodily behaviors, the
bodily behaviors of others, and their internal states.
Crucially, the body and its behaviors are observable by
others. But because observable behaviors are also linked
to (indeed, are driven by) the actor’s internal state,
observable bodily behaviors also provide (albeit imperfect)
information to others about those internal states.
Because one’s bodily actions also influence the internal
states of others, one’s own actions are also (albeit indirectly) linked to the internal states of others. In brief,
development occurs within a complex system of coupled
behaviors, coupled bodies, and coupled cognitive systems.
These couplings generate a network of learnable correlations: between the appearance of the self and the appearance of others, between the behavior of the self and the
behavior of others, between one’s own bodily behaviors
and one’s internal states, between the external states of
others and one own’s internal states. In ways deeply
analogous to the interactions of vision and action in
the definition of an object’s structural shape or in the
origins of a mirror system, these correlations can yield

© 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

Figure 4 Higher-order correlations available to the self from
the coupling of behavior.

transcendent higher-order regularities, in this case, about
intentions and motivations (see Smith, 2000b). The
dynamic socially embedded coupling of two intelligent
systems – to each other through similar bodies and
behaviors – is a potent agent of change and, indeed, may
be sufficient for a perceiving and acting machine, a robot,
to develop socially adept responses that reflect beliefs
about the internal states of others.
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biologically developing systems typically confront these
tasks in a particular sequence. Research on the development of biological intelligence strongly suggests that this
is a key ingredient of developmental process: overlapping component processes engaged in the solution of
many inter-related and ordered tasks. One area in which
this is seen is in the natural ordering of the development
of sensory-motor systems, and in the cascading developmental consequences of altering that natural order. In
non-human species, experiments have been conducted
that re-order the development of the systems in nonhuman species (e.g. reversing the natural order in which
audition and vision come online). The outcome is dramatically altered neural and behavioral development
(see, Knudsen, 2003; Turkewitz & Kenny, 1985; Lickliter,
1993; Rosenblatt, Turkewitz & Schneirla, 1969). Analogous
effects are found in children with significant sensory
deficits. For example, in typically developing children,
hearing and the coordination of hearing and vision appear
to play an organizing role in the development of visual
attention. In deaf children, vision attention develops without
audition; experimental and observational results suggest
that the consequence is altered processes of visual attention, including greater sensitivity to motion and as a
consequence may be both more sensitive to some kinds
of information (e.g. Armstrong, Hillyard, Neville &
Mitchell, 2002) and also more distractible (see Mitchell
& Quittner, 1996; Smith, Quittner, Osberger & Miyamoto,
1998; Horn, Davis, Pisoni & Miyamoto, 2005). Development builds on itself through the self-organizing consequences of the interactions of many components, each of
those interactions changes the components, potentially
the system as a whole, and in so doing constrains possible
future development.
A good example of this general principle is the welldocumented effects of self-locomotion on infants’ performances in Piaget’s (1952) A-not-B task. In this task
an object is repeatedly hidden at one location (A) and
then on a critical switch trial is hidden at a new location
(B). On this B trial, infants younger than 12 months
typically reach, not to where they saw the object disappear, but back to A. Piaget understood this task in terms
of infants’ ability to mentally represent objects independent of their own actions. In his account, infants
reached back to A because their representations (or
memories) for the object were tightly tied to the sensorymotor processes through which they acted on those
objects. In a landmark study, Bertenthal, Campos and
Barrett (1984; see also Bertenthal & Campos, 1990) noted
that the developmental timing of infant success in Piaget’s
task; that by 12 months of age, infants no longer perseverate on the critical B trial corresponded to an age at
which infants have had several months of experience
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Breazeal’s group (Gray, Breazeal, Berlin, Brooks &
Lieberman, 2005) has implemented this idea in a robot
who understands others by attempting to simulate – in
its own cognitive system – the behaviors of others. The
implementation is based on experiments with human
adults showing a dual affect–body connection whereby
posing one’s face into a specific emotive expression actually elicits the feeling associated with that emotion
(Strack, Martin & Stepper, 1988, Niedenthal, Barsalou,
Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber & Ric, 2005). Hence, imitating the facial expressions of others is a mechanism that
could internally generate the feelings of another. Doing
this would enable the developing robot (or infant) to
learn what the other is feeling, thereby allowing the robot
(or infant) to learn the association of observed emotive
expressions with the robot’s (or infant’s) own internal
affective states. In this way, robots (and infants) could
leverage their earlier acquired mirror system to decode
emotional messages conveyed through facial expressions.
The robotic implementation (see Thomaz, Berlin &
Breazeal, 2005; Breazeal, 2003) uses a simple appraisal
process based on Damasio’s theory of somatic markers
(1994). Specifically, incoming perceptual and internal states
are tagged with affective information, valence (positive
or negative), arousal (high or low), and novelty. Further,
based on Fernald’s (1989) work with human infants, the
robot comes equipped with hardwired affective appraisals
of simple acoustic features of human speech (pitch,
energy variance; see Breazeal & Aryananda, 2002).
The task that couples these processes and in so doing
drives developmental change is once again, face-to-face
interaction. Because of the dual body–affect pathways,
when the robot reproduces the emotive facial expressions
of others, it evokes the corresponding affective state (in terms
of arousal and valence variables). This is reinforced by affective information coming from the person’s speech signal.
These time-locked inter-actor multi-modal states occur
because of the similarity in bodies and body–affect mappings,
and they enable the robot to associate its internal affective state with the corresponding observed expression, and
thus, the internal state of the social partner. The principle
behind this developmental achievement is, again, coordination of heterogeneous sensory and motor systems in a
specific task; but now there is also the coupling of these
activities (and the internal states that give rise to them)
to those of an externally and internally similar social partner.

Principle 3: Overlapping coordinations

Developing organisms do not solve just one task; they
solve many overlapping tasks all drawing on many
component processes (Thelen & Smith, 1994). Further,
© 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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1

Figure 5 Three behaviors important to social referencing: (A) shared attention with a human, (B) apprehension and interest to a
novel object, and (C) emotional responses to objects that have been associated with affective appraisals offered by the human.

crawling and are beginning to walk. In an analysis of
individual patterns of development, they found strong
correlations between experience in self-locomotion and
non-perseverative (that is, correct) responding in the
A-not-B task. They also experimentally tested their idea
that self-locomotion was the driver of developmental
change by putting babies in walkers, giving them early
experience in self-locomotion. This experience accelerated the development in the A-not-B task, leading to
months earlier flexible (nonperseverative) responding.
Why should experience in moving oneself about the
world help one better remember the most recent location
of an object? Because success in the A not B task depends
on many component processes (see Smith, Thelen,
Titzer & McLin, 1999) including spatial discrimination
and the successive ordering of different actions that are
also involved in self-locomotion.
We conclude with a final example from epigenetic
robotics, a demonstation of how the emergence of social
referencing (in the robot) may arise out of overlapping
achievements that emerge from the coordination of
sensory-motor processes in socially shared tasks (see
Breazeal & Arynanda, 2002: Breazeal et al., 2005;
Thomaz et al., 2005). Social referencing refers to an
infant’s (or robot’s) ability to use the affective appraisal
of another to guide its own reaction to a novel object.
One component ability in this achievement is the assessment of another’s affective state. Human infants discriminate the facial expressions of others by responding with
smiles and frowns of their own (e.g. Trevarthen, 1979;

© 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2007 Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

Neslon, Parker & Guthrie, 2006), a process that may
work in part through emotion contagion (Feinman, 1982;
Jones & Hong, 2001; Jones & Raag, 1989). This is implemented in the robot through the emotional empathy system described earlier. A second component is the linking
of these appraisals to the object (Feinman, 1982; Jones,
Raag & Collins, 1990). With respect to the robot, these are
implemented in a memory system that enables the robot
to tag object representations with somatic markers using
an associative learning mechanism (Thomaz et al., 2005).
For social referencing to work, however, the object linked
to the affective appraisal must be the one to which the
social partner is attending. Thus, the third component is
the ability to determine the referent of the social partner’s
attention, which is achieved in infants (e.g. Butterwoth
1991) and in the robot through gaze following.
More specifically, the robot’s attentional system computes the level of saliency for objects and events by integrating three sources of information: (1) the perceptual
properties in the field (the proximity of objects to the robot,
contrast, movement), (2) the internal state of the robot
(recent past events, goals); and (3) the bodily signals of
the social partner (e.g. direction of eye gaze, or points). The
overall saliency at each time step is the weighted sum of
these factors (Breazeal & Scassellati, 1999). In this analysis,
then, joint attention does not replace or over-ride other
attentional processes but works through them (see also,
Yu et al., 2005; Samuelson & Smith, 1998; Smith, 2000b).
Figure 5 illustrates overlapping competencies that
emerge from these processes and that culminate in social
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robotics suggest the core developmental principles: the
coordination of distinct sensory-motor processes, the
coupling of like cognitive systems through like bodies in
shared tasks, and a history of multiple and overlapping
integrations. This is the dynamic lift of developmental
process.
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